
Herringbone 

Crystal Cuff



Materials

 

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads in Size 8/0

Opaque Black SKU 10549076

 

Gray Faceted Glass Rondel Beads SKU 10594105

Select the 4mm Rondelles - You'll need four strands 

  

Wildfire Beading Thread .006 SKU 10390892

 

Finding Variety Pack SKU 10186866

 

Wire Guardians SKU 10427055

 

Size #10 Hard Beading Needle SKU 10332394

 

Chain Nose Pliers SKU 10121794

 

Precision Scissors SKU 10591717

 

Beading Mat SKU 10348546

 

 

Skill Level - Beginner

 

Time to Complete - 1 Hour



In this class we will create gorgeous, sophisticated sparkle! Using

even-count, herringbone stitch, this beginner-friendly design wows

with 4mm crystals woven into John Bead Czech glass seed beads.

 

S8, Size 8/0 Seed Bead

Round, 4mm faceted glass rondelle bead 

Wire Guardian

 

Step 1

Cut 90" [230 cm] of beading thread. Leaving a 20" [51 cm] tail, string (4)

S8. Go back through the first two S8 added. Continue through the next

(2) S8. Pick up (2) S8 and go back through the last (2) S8 added. Repeat

until you have ladder stitched (6) stacks of (2) S8, as shown.



Step 2

Step up from the last column by going through the S8 above the S8

you're exiting. Thread will wrap the outside of the bead. This won't be

noticed in your finished design, and will make the band more flowy

than using a traditional herringbone turn. [Pick up (2) S8. Go down

through the next (2) S8. Come up through the next (2) S8] three times,

completing a step up with the last repeat.

Step 3

[Pick up (2) S8. Go down through the next S8. Come up through the

next S8] three times, stepping up on the last repeat.

Step 4

Repeat Step 3 until you have (9)

rows. [Pick up (1) S8 and (1) Round.

Go down through the next S8.

Come up through the next S8]

three times, completing a step up

with the last repeat.



Step 7

Complete a total of (9) rows with S8. Exiting from the last bead added,

weave to the center column and go through a wire guardian. Follow

the thread path shown turn and reinforce.

Step 6

Pick up (2) S8/ Go down through the next

Round. Come up through the next S8] three

times, completing a step up with the last

repeat.

Step 5

Repeat Step 4 until you are within 1" of your

desired bracelet length.



Step 8

Using the tail thread, complete Step 7 to attach a wire guardian at the

other side.

Step 9

Using chain nose pliers, open a jump ring and attach a lobster claw or

desired clasp to the wire guardian on one side. Attach a linked chain

of jump rings to the other side. If desired, add a charm to the chain

side.

Share your designs with 

#JohnBead and 

#MakeItWithMichaels


